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SMALL BUSINESS AND VENTURE CAPITAL
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By R. L. WEISSMAN, Securities and Exchange Commission
Here is a book which every friend of the survival of small business and every business man operating a smaller company will find essential. Says SENATOR JAMES E. MURRAY: "Post-War
America must be a land of opportunity for new and independent enterprises. This is fundamental to the preservation of our ideals of economic and political democracy. Mr. Weissman
has performed a valuable service in his thorough and stimulating examination of small business
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and its needs."
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I

By HARRY SIMMONS
Director of Sales Training, Culvert Distillers Corp.
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I

By ORRIN E. DUNLAP, JR.
Director of Advertising and Publicity, Radio Corporation of America
Here is an absorbing narrative which traces the history of radio, television, electronics and radar
through the personalities of the one hundred front-rank men in the field from Thales of Miletus
(640 B. C. to 148 B. C.), who beheld "elektron sparks," to George Harold Brown, the pioneer
in radiothermics. Each biography is written as a personal story as well as record of the unique
contribution of each scientist. Forty-five of the scientists are still living and of these the author
has been able to know personally the work and achievement of a large number. 100 illustrations.
$3.50

MAKING AND USING INDUSTRIAL SERVICE RATINGS
By GEORGE D. HALSEY
"While many articles have been written on employee or merit rating, this seems to be the only
book devoted entirely to the subject. The author has had many years of experience as a personnel executive with private corporations and in the Federal service. In this book he considers
both the construction of rating forms and procedures and the methods of their successfu1 application in factory, store and o6ce. Specific chapters cover rating forms for non-supervisory employees, for supervisory employees and for top flight executives. Self-ratings are also discussed.
An interesting chapter is "Using Service Ratings in Training and Correction."-lndusfrial
Rclations Bulletin, Dartnell Corporation.
$2.10
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Says R. E. GILMOR, President, Sperry Gyroscope Corporation: "I have read the book twice and
it has been read by the immediate members of my staff. We all agree that it is the finest thing
we have read on the principles of administration. I have had thirty-five years of experience with
a great variety of administrative problems and from this experience I can testify as to the truth
and practicability of everything that Urwick says. Most writers would have made a thick volume
with case examples and other padding but none of them could have incorporated more real wisdom
$2.00
in clearer terms."
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Members of Special Libraries Association were profoundly shocked t o learn
of the tragic death of Laura Woodward in Baltimore on December 7th as a result
of burns received when a fire razed the parish house of St. Ambrose Church
where she and her mother were attending a card party.
Miss Woodward has been a member of Special Libraries Association since
1927 at which time she organized the library of the Maryland Casualty Company
where she was librarian at the time of her death.
Miss Woodward held many offices and contributed many services to Special
Libraries Association. She organized the Baltimore Chapter in 1930 and was its
first President. From 1929 t o 1931 she was Secretary of the S. L. A. National
Insurance Group and from 1932 to 1935 she served as Treasurer of the National
Special Libraries Association, and was Vice-president of this Association from
June 1939 to June 1940. Miss Woodward was elected President of S. L. A. in
1940 in which capacity she ably served for two years. During this time she contributed much t o the status of Special Lihraries Association as a professional
organization. I n 1939 Miss Woodward was Chairman of the National Membership
Committee. In 1941 she was one of the leaders in the formation of the Council
of National Library Associations, and its Chairman in 1943.
During the past fifteen years Miss bvoodward has contributed much to the
welfare of Special Libraries Association. Under her two years as President,
S. L. A. had a prosperous and vital existence. During this time, besides the duties
involved in the presidency, she was also directing and conducting the major part
of the editorial work on Special Libraries liesorwces, Volume I of which was published during her administration. Miss Woodward's two years a s President of
our National Association marked a turning point in the affairs of S.I,. A.
Miss Woodward was known for her clear thinking, her amazing energy and
her ability to accomplish an unbelievable amount of work. She had the rare
faculty of transferring her enthusiasm and energy to other members and imbuing
them with the spirit to complete more work and projects than seemed possible.
H e r solicitude for Special Libraries Association and her ability to solve its
problems will be greatly missed throughout the years and particularly at our
annual conferences.
T o those of us privileged to know her as a friend, and her friends in S. I,. A.
are numerous, her passing is a great personal loss. W e shall miss her gaiety, her
wit, her vitalizing presence and her sound judgment.
Special Libraries Association has indeed lost an outstanding member and our
grief at her untimely passing is deep T o her bereaved family we extend our
heartfelt sympathy.-Elcntzor Cavanaugh.

THE NEWARK MUSEUMS LIBRARY
By IVY JACKSON
Librarian, Newark Museum, Newark, New Jersey

M

USEUM libraries may be a
small part of the Special Libraries Association, but they have
their own group, since their problems
and interests are distinctive. More has
been written about special libraries in art
museums and historical societies than
about those in other fields both specialized and general.
The Newark Museum is a general
museum devoted to art, science, education and industry. T o understand the
work of its special library it may be well
to speak briefly of the history of the
Museum itself.
HISTORY O F THE NEWARK MUSEUM

I n this country the public museum idea
has often lagged far behind public library
service. Many years before Newark's
museum was organized, John Cotton
Dana, Director of the Public Library,
planned and worked in ways far ahead
of his time in rendering service to Newark's citizens. H e laid first plans for a
museum which was to be "another means
of giving aid and pleasure to its owners
-the general public."
Keeping in mind the fact that within
an hour's journey in New York are the
world's finest museum collections of varied types, he held that a museum in
Newark could make life better worth
living for her citizens "not by adding
lustre to riches and creating pleasurable
reactions in the avowedly aesthetic, but
by encouraging all to discover possibilities of agreeable emotions in the contemplation of common things" . . . "The
museum should be a workshop of education in which objects are not only exhibited, but are handled, descriptions are
given, questions are asked and answered
and as far as possible visitors are moved

to attempt to produce objects of interest
to themselves or of value to the community." H e believed that the museum's
attitude toward art should be one which
encourages study, appreciation and patronage.
Under Mr. Dana's wise and enthusiastic
direction, a public Museum of Art,
Science and Industry was organized. I t
made use of part of the public library's
building and grew there for seventeen
years before it acquired its own building
in 1926. During those years the public
library staff developed a keen and abiding interest in the young museum, for
they had much in common: the same
director and a common aim of service to
the community.
Any group of workers gradually
gathers about it the books and printed
material which it finds indispensable to
its work. Perhaps every special library
has its beginning in this way. The first
Museum staff had at hand the facilities
of a large, well-organized library, with
an especially fine art department containing extensive collections of art books,
periodicals and pamphlets; fine prints,
color reproductions ; pictures (mounted
and unmounted). Still, a special museum
library was necessary, and was included
in Mr. Dana's first plans for the Museum.
Its collections and methods were of
necessity to be modified by its position
in the organization and the close cooperation of the public library, but there was a
definite work for it to do, and its responsibilities increased when the Museum
left its library quarters for its own building in 1926.
The first task, which no public library
can undertake readily, was to become
thoroughly familiar with the work of the
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Museum departments, which :
Acquire objects of art, science and industry
Identify and classify them
Care for them
Plan and organize frequently changing exhibits with informational labels
Carry on educational work with children
Encourage and aid adults in the pursuit of
their hobbies
Prepare gallery' talks, radio talks and articles
for publication
Make exhibits available to scattered cummunities in Newark through its extension
service
M U S E U M COLLECTIONS

An object which the Newark Museum
is adding to its collections often does not
have great value or a recognized place in
the world of art or science. If it is a
work of art, the artist may be a struggling young American who has not yet
received loud plaudits and extensive publicity. T o classify that object, secure information about the man who made it,
the type of material it represents, and
the trends which brought it forth, small
printed bits scattered here and there assume importance. The library reference
work which it may take to bring to light
information on such items can be recognized.
While we have a very competent staff,
we have no experts, as they are commonly known. We rely on information
in books and current publications for
much of the help we need in identifying
objects. Take, for example, three beaded
rings from Tibet. They were part of a
very important Tibetan collection in the
Museum. The list merely said three
bands used in a religious ceremony. In
Waddell's book on Lamaism we found
an illustration showing how the bands
are used. The picture shows a rice cake
built up in tiers, each tier banded by a
similar ring, the three rings being graduated in size. The rice cake represents the
magic-offering of the Universe." Such
information is needed for our accession
records and labels and also in order to
answer the many questions put to us by
visitors. W e are a center of information
II
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for this part of the state. And like every
other museum, we receive letters from all
over the world asking questions.
MUSEUM EXHIBITS

In preparing an exhibit, the Exhibits
Department often makes use of materials
not commonly found in museums. Descriptive labels correlate objects shown
so that they tell an interesting and informative story. Preparation for an exhibit
of this kind necessitates long research in
many out-of-the-way places. The Museum
library staff enters the quest and enlists
the help of the public library.
When a Museum visitor wants to know
more than exhibit labels tell him about
pictures, sculpture or other objects which
he sees in the galleries, the Museum Library is at his service. There he will
find books, pamphlets and magazines
with specialized information for reference use. Or, if he wants to learn something about old or fine objects which he
himself owns, he may have the thrill of
finding in the Library a book or list or
priced catalog which illustrates a piece
exactly like his own.
Sometimes this brintrs a wonderful surprise, as it did to the young man who
came in with an old stamp album which
his uncle had "
eiven him when he was a
small boy. H e needed money for college, and he hoped the stamps might help.
Imagine his great delight when we were
able to show him a catalog that pictured
the very first stamp in his book, and
listed its recent sale price at $1,500. But
sometimes the bubble bursts, as it did for
the little old lady who brought in a tiny
gold dollar, along with a newspaper clipping about a similar coin that sold for
$1,000. A priced catalog described her
coin exactly and reported it as selling for
$1.50.
Often, however, the pleasure in owning something really fine is greater than
any sum of money can bring. One day
an elderly man brought, wrapped in
newspaper, a small oil painting which he
had rescued from a dump heap. It had

-
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been all covered with dirt and he had
carefully cleaned it until a lovely little
woodland scene and the signature of an
artist with date appeared from the grime.
In the Library's biographical dictionaries
we found the name of that artist and he
read the descriptions of his pictures with
keenest pleasure. When he had spent
the whole afternoon in studying and it
was time for the Museum to close, he
asked if he might come again some time
to read about his picture; and as he held
the precious bundle to him, he said with
a light in his face, that no amount of
money could take that painting from him
-it would give him joy as long as he
lived.
RELATION OF NEWARK MUSEUM TO
NEWARK PUBLIC LIBRARY

I t has been the Museum's policy from
the beginning not to duplicate collections
in the Newark Public Library and it
has borrowed the books it needed. The
Museum's library now has about 5,750
books, chiefly handbooks of the museum
field and standard works on the subjects
in which the Museum is especially interested and which its collections cover, including :
Technique of museum management, making
of collections and installation of exhibits
Fine and decorative arts
Industrial arts
Occupations and trades
General Sciences
Natural history
Educational methods
City and state institutions and their activities
Standard general dictionaries, encyclopedias
and bibliographies

Representative periodicals in the outstanding fields of interest are received
currently and bound. There is an important collection of pamphlets, sales and
exhibition catalogs, reports, bulletins and
miscellaneous publications of other museums.
I n a few important instances the public library's collection is supplemented.
I t is their practice to keep only current
copies of annual reports and statistical
year books. Complete files of this kind
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of material for related institutions are
important in the Museum. Files of catalogs and museum publications and material on museum technique must be
stressed in a way that the p&ic library's
general use does not warrant. I n addition, the Museum's Library has about
10,000 photographic prints and negatives
of Museum objects, exhibits and activities. These with cuts, special exhibit
posters and mounted material, drawings
and blueprints and publications of the
institution, constitute the type of special
material which is part of the most special
libraries' care. Since the Board of Education in Newark has a fine slide collection, we have no collection of slides, as
we do not duplicate work done by others.
No museum recognized more fully the
need for supplementing with books what
can be learned from an exhibit of objects.
Mr. Dana was a pioneer in lifting the
conventional museum's "gloom" and making it an active place of learning for
young and old alike. The public library,
less than a block away, supplies the b001is
which the Museum user wishes to borrow. I t also cooperates in work with
the staff by:
Lending specific books on request
Answering reference inquiries by telephone
Compiling booklists with public library class
numbers, which are distributed with Museum exhibits
Lending books to be shown with exhibits for
extended periods

A number of other museum libraries
have been developed almost exclusively
for the use of the museum's staff, among
them the library of the Pennsylvania
Museum of Art. Others try to supplement local library collections, making
catalog references to material which can
be found elsewhere, like the Cincinnati
Art Museum library. Because the Librarian of the Public Library was also the
director of the Museum, this Museum
Library has had a most unusual and satisfactory relation with the public library.
REFERENCE WORK
T o this special library, reference work
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for the Museum staff is of primary importance and most of it is done with
the Museum Library's own collections.
The Librarian handles reference and research work and in addition must:
Keep in touch with books in the field
Check announcen~entsof pamphlets and catalogs, many of which may be had free, or
at small cost
Order books and other material
Check incoming materials and bills
Classify and catalog books and special mnterials
Prepare binding
Collect for files : Posters, mounted materials
used in exhibits, clippings, etc.

T h e Assistant has charge of :
Circulation
Color banding pamphlets
Filing photographs, information file material
periodicals, pamphlets and catalogs
Checking periodicals
Typing catalog cards for books and special
materials
Keeping a file of Museum publicity releases
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A general staff janitor dusts and shifts
books and a Museum attendant under
library supervision clips local papers and
keeps a yearly record of publicity.
The Museum Library occupies a room
on the first floor of the Museum, about
4 0 by 50 feet. Stacks, filing cases and
cabinets occupy about 1,000 square feet,
and work desks with reading tables occupy the rest of the space. O n the wall
there are pictures from the Museum's
permanent collection. Its position helps
make it a familiar place to every member
of the staff.
A feeling of oneness in aim and purpose with a live and important organization furnkhes much of the satisfaction
in any special library work. No institution has greater need for adequate library
service than an educational museum of
the new type and fortunate is the librarian who has a hand in such an interesting business.

THE NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY'S
THEATRE COLLECTION
By GEORGE FREEDLEY

Curator, Theatre Collection, New York Public Library, New York, N. Y.

I

'I' was on September 1, 1931, that
The New York Public Library
established its Theatre Collection as
an administrative unit. I t was not as
simple as it sounds as 25 years of preparatory work had gone into the founding of this section of the Library's service. Dating back to the days of 1905
when the George Becks' collection of
prompt books was presented t o the Library, this institution had begun to implement its interest in the drama and the
allied art of the stage. I n 1911, was
added the W. C. Cawley Collection of
newspaper reviews and play notices devoted primarily to the Philadelphia playhouses. This collection was acquired in

1911. In 1915, Ada I:ehan, celebrated
Shakespearean actress, presented the extra-illustrated edition of plays performed
at Daly's Theatre, New York, as well as
the bills of plays for the same theatre.
This Col!ection was more than doubled
in 1921, when the estate of Augustin
Daly presented the pressbooks from his
office. T h e following year. Roy Day,
for 20 years librarian of The Players,
presented his collection of photographs
of American actors and actresses, and
programs and playbills. One of the most
important aspects of this collection is its
attention to the St. Louis stage.
Due to the friendly energy of Frank
IVilstach, the Robinson Locke Collection
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was presented to the Library. Mr Locke
was for many years the owner, publisher
and drama critc for the Toledo Blade.
During his lifetime, all of the famous
American stars of stage and screen visited his collection when they were playing
in Toledo. Mrs. Locke, herself an actress
of reputation, had the same interest as
her husband. For 25 years they assembled this magnificent collection of 600
bound scrapbooks and over 4,700 portfolios of unmounted material. This
covers the whole of American theatrical
life from 1850 to 1925. I n that year,
Florence Ovei-ton, arranged with the excellent assistance of others in this Library,
a completely fascinating exhibition which
was called "Sixty Years on the New
York Stage." With the able cooperation
of John Drew this exhibition was opened
to the public for a six months showing.
This was the nucleus of the Theatre Collection as we know it today.
I n 1931 the executors of the David
Belasco estate, Benjamin F. Roeder, and
Mr. Belasco's daughter, Mrs. Morris
Gest, offered all of the material in the
Belasco Theatre to the Library, but with
the proviso that this material must be
made available immediately to the public.
Immediately that is, after cataloging. I t
was then that the collection was formally
opened for readers. Immediately thereafter the Provincetown Playhouse Collection was presented to us through the
interest of Helen Deutsch and Stella
Hanau, who had recently completed their
history of that famous experimental
theatre. After that the collection grew
by leaps and bounds. Pressbooks, photographs, paintings, even stage models,
were poured upon us. I t was a pleasant
inundation and one we still welcome on
all occasions.
I n the winter of 1932-33 we acquired
the Hiram Stead Collection which deals
with the British stage from 1673 up to
the time of acquisition. There are over
600 portfolios of material in addition to 50,000 loose playbills and prints
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in this colIection. The clippings are
too numerous even to estimate their
number. I n 1934, the HCnin Collection
devoted to the French stage was secured
in Paris. Names of other donors of
particular importance are those of Earl
Carroll, Crosby Gaige, Paul Kester,
Weber and Fields, Winthrop Ames, D. 5.
Culber, Oliver M. Sayler, Katharine Cornell, Gilbert Miller, the Theatre Guild,
Otis Skinner, Julia Marlowe, Alice
Fischer, Richard Mansfield, Mrs. Mansfield (the celebrated Beatrice Cameron)
and a host of other distinguished names.
This is truly the most representative
collection of the American theatre to be
found in a public institution.
W H O USES THIS COLLECTION?

The well-established fact that New
York City is the theatrical center of the
country made it natural that an important
Theatre Collection should be established
in its leading library. Newspapermen,
drama critics, historians, actors, stage and
film directors, film research people, scene
and costume designers, press agents, casting directors, radio and advertising
agencies are among the representatives
of the theatrical profession who make
use of this special collection. Its interest
is naturally not confined to the professional stage. Directors and professors
from universities, colleges, little and community theatres draw on the collection
constantly for their repertoire. Visitors
and letters come from all parts of the
country.
The use of the collection, of course, is
not confined to the stage. Film people
find constant use for the programs, playbills, pictures, clippings, scrapbooks, etc.,
in our files. Several of the major film
companies maintain research departments
in New York where they can conveniently make use of the sources of New
York's libraries and museums. Constant
inquiries come from research departments on the West Coast, frequently by
telegram, occasionally by telephone. Most
of the major films have had some of their
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research done for then1 in The New York
Public Library. The radio companies
find the facilities of the Library of constant use to them. When a program is
being arranged of music from old-time
musical comedies and operettas, the
names of the actors, the playhouses, the
length of run of the plays, etc., are important to them. The selection of plays
to be arranged as radio dramas for broadcasting, naturally brings the directors and
actors to the Library. Occasionally even
the television people come around these
days. I n fact the collection is put to
constant practical use. W e are speaking
not from theory but from 13 years of observation of the demands placed upon
our resources. W e provide answers to
questions from our memories as well as
from documented sources.
Naturally enough we do not expect a
bevy of celebrities every day in the Theatre Collection, but there are always a few
each week to bring an added zest to our
work. There is certainly something to be
said for first-hand contact with great
talent. I t keeps the librarian alert. I t
sharpens his wits and polishes his intellect. These people come to the Theatre
Collection not only for information about
the theatre per se but to make use of
other facilities of the Library for theatrical production. I n the end their research may take them to the American
History Division, the Map Room, Science
and Technology, the Art Room or the
circulating Picture Collection. However,
the Theatre Collection acts as a liaison
officer between people in the theatre and
the rest of the Library staff. Thus the
collection serves a dual purpose, making
available theatrical data and facilitating
the use of the rest of the Library for
theatrical purposes.
Among the faces not unknown to the
Theatre Collection are those of the late
Daniel Frohman, the late Otis Skinner
and Mrs. Skinner, Lillian Gish, Robert
Edmond Jones, Sam Jaffe, Elliott Nugent, the late Eliot Cabot, Professor G.
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C. D. Odell, Ernest Truex, the late Kate
Mayhew, Peggy Wood, the late Frank
Gillmore, Rosamond Gilder, Henrietta
Crosman, Maurice Evans, Margaret
Webster, Donald Oenslager, Lee Simonson, Sheldon Cheney, Stewart Chaney,
Jean Muir, Kay Strozzi, Barrett H .
Clark, Kelcey Allen, Brooks Atkinson,
Robert Garland, Wilella Waldorf, Jacob
Wilk, Eva Condon, Alexander Kirkland,
Walter Prichard Eaton, Sergei Soudeikine, Winifred Lenihan, Simon Lissim,
Leon Throckmorton, Montgomery Clift,
Bayard Veiller, Katina Paxinou, Eva LeGallienne, Flora Robson, John van Druten, Frances Alda, Ludmilla Pitoeff,
Bella Spewack, Nedda Harrigan, Gloria
Swanson, Joseph Wood Krutch, Arthur
Hopkins, Ward Morehouse, Burns Mantle, Walter Hampden, Zita Johann, Garrett Leverton, Giles Playfair, Anna May
Wong, Julia Arthur, Norman Hackett,
Lamar Trotti, Elsie Ferguson, Nat Karson, Glenn Anders, Harry Ellerbe and
Erin O'Brien-Moore.
This sounds like a con~pletegalaxy of
stars and so it is. However. the materials and information supplied t o these
people are merely representative of the
type of questions which are coming up
from everyone both great and shall.
Every special field has its own celebrities
so for those that I have named for the
stage, screen, radio and the entertainment
section of the newspaper world, please
substitute your own celebrities.
The Theatre Collection welcomes its
use by members of the. special libraries,
particularly those in the New York
metropolitan area who can visit it during
the hours when it is open. W e are available for reference telephone calls between
nine and six on week-days. The enclosure in the Main Reading Room is open
to readers from one to six, Monday
through Saturday. The Theatre Collection is closed on Sundays and some holidays.
Though it is not in any sense of the
word an exhibition. on the walls of the
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stacks that lie beneath the Main Reading
Room are hung several hundred pictures of considerable theatrical interest.
Visits in groups are welcon~edif arranged
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for well in advance. T h e Theatre Collection was established f o r your use and
for the betterment of the theatre. T h e
more you use it the more pleased we are.

A LIBRARY OF ENTOMOLOGY AT
CORNELL UNIVERSITY
By MRS. EVELYN S. CLAASSEN

Librarian, Cornell University Library of Entomology, Ithaca, New York

H

O W does it happen that Cornell
University has assembled so
large a collection of books on
entomology ? Vision and foresight of
the men who first were responsible for
the study of entomology as a separate
science at Cornell in the early days of
the University, and their continued devotion t o the Library's interest through the
years that followed, have given to Cornell
one of the finest libraries in the world
devoted almost exclusively to entomology.
This question repeatedly asked by students coming in for the first time and
seeing so large an entomological library
has passed by with only a comment.
Treasures of inheritance too often are
accepted as commonplace.
However,
when a student again put this inquiry to
me recently, it challenged me to stop and
consider how such a library was conceived; whose vision it was which laid
the foundation for such a library; and
what were the personalities and factors
that contributed to the building up of the
fine collection of entomological books
now in the library at Cornell University.
EARLY BOOKS O N ENTOMOLOGY

Insects early seem to have been an inspiration for writers. Soon after the development of the printing press, books
were printed depicting different phases of
insect life. Insects were a favorite topic
particularly with clergymen, who used
these tiny creatures to portray the "Wisdom of God" as revealed to us in the pre-

faces and title pages of a number of early
books. Other writers also used insects
as illustrations. F o r instance, Thomas
Mouffet, Doctor in Physick, in 1634,
wrote in Latin the Theatre of Insects or
Lesser Living Creatzires, a curious book,
commending the usefulness of the lowly
fly for portraying weather trends, and
estolling the bee for its great service to
mankind in providing food. An English
edition of this book was published in
1658. Beautiful illuztrations characterize many early books on insects. Maria
Sibylla Merian's Dissertations s w la
germ-afion et les t r a n s f o r m d o m des h t scctes de Surinam, published in 1726, is a
fine example of this. For over two hundred years the color in these illustrations has not dimmed. Another book of
hers, illustrated with beautiful copper
plate engravings, gives descriptions of
Iluropean insects. The original parchment binding adds a note of interest to
this copy in the Entomology Library. Of
especial interest to every student in
science is Linnaeaus Systrwzn Naturclc,
the first edition of which was published
in 1735. Although the Entomology
Library does not have a first edition, it
does have a copy of the somewhat enlarged edition of 1756, the one of particular interest to all entomologists. This,
too, appears to have its original binding.
Episodes of Insect Life, a set of three
volumes, the author of which wrote under
the pseudonyn~ of Acheta Domestics,
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shows the popularity of insects for philosophical dissertations. This is a delightful set of books, beautifully illustrated
and entertaining reading for any generation. These are but a few of the many
books that form the entomological collection. Like many others these books
lie hidden in the stacks, while most students, searching for practical applications
to their problems, pass them by unnoticed.
JOHN

HENRY COMSTOCK'S

INF'LUENCE

Books such as these no doubt influenced many early entomologists. Yet it
was Thaddeus William Harris's A
Treatise on Sowte of the I m e c t s Injztvioz4s to Vegetation that influenced young
John Henry Comstock, and thus determined the direction entomology was to
take at Cornell. So significant was his
encounter with this book on entomology
that he wrote in his copy this note under
the date of November 19, 1876: "I purchased this book for ten dollars in Buffalo, New York, July 2, 1870. I think
it was the first entornological book I ever
saw. Before seeing it I had never given
Entomology a serious thought; from the
time that I bought it I felt that I should
like to make the study of insects my life's
work."
While this book certainly made a deep
in~pression on Professor Comstock,
nevertheless, he seems early to have acquired an innate love for all books. His
deep regard for them was apparent from
~ ~th
the beginning of his a i s o c i a t i o ~ w
Cornell and played a large part not only
in the development of the Department of
Enton~ologybut also in the growth of the
Library. The records show that in 1870
John Henry Comstoclc was appointed as
assistant in Botany at Cornell, a new
college recently opened on the shores
overlooking Lake Cayuga. This new
school diverged from the commonly accepted pattern of eastern college, of that
day in that it incorporated a Department
of Agriculture. I t was in this Department that young Con~stock was to give
his lectures in entonlology. In 1873, the
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University Catalogue states that at an executive meeting of the Board of Trustees, a motion was presented by President Andrew D. White to the effect that
J. H. Comstock be employed for one
year as "an instructor in general and economic entomology and curator of the
museun~." Any collectons made by him
in his department or in any of his associate departments should become the
property of Cornell University. Mrs.
Comstock, in her autobiography, tells us
that a group of students associated with
Professor Comstock in class, became
so enthusiastic over the study of entomology that they requested the Board of
Trustees to let Comstock give them a
course in that subject. The action taken
a t that executive committee meeting must
have been the result of this petition, since
the catalogue of that year lists J. H. Comstock as giving twenty lectures in enton~ologyas a special feature of the Department of Agriculture. Surely this
marks the beginning of entomology as a
separate course of study in our American
colleges.
THE LIBRARY'S F'IRST BOOKS

While Professor Comstock was developing his course in entomology he was
at the same time starting a library for
the use of his students. H e owned a
copy of H . W. Harris's book, a few early
texts on zoology and a Webster's complete dictionary. In the early days in
McGraw Hall, these books were kept in
the laboratory. H e had a revolving bookcase, now in the Comstock room on the
third floor of Comstock Hall, in which
he kept those books to which he constantly referred. Later, when Entomology was moved into White Hall, a separate room was set aside for the Enton701og-y Library. This was accessible both
from the laboratory and from Professor
Comstock's office.
Books in those days were not accessioned
in the Library but were bought with Department funds. I n 1898, however, Cornell University Library started its first ac-
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cession book, and interestingly enough, the
second entry in this book is that of
Parker and Haswell, A Textbook of
Zoology, bought for the Entomology
Department. This was purchased with
money allotted to Entomology for books,
from what was known as the C. U. Fund.
The Sage Foundation was also established
in 1891 for the purchase of books and
one hundred dollars was set aside for
entomological books. Other departments
were allotted equal sums but these were
not always used so quickly, and with
such avidity, as the fund for entomology.
Knowing this, Professor Comstock always had a long list of books to suggest
to the Library authorities when money
was available from unused funds. It
has been this alertness by Professor Comstock and other professors to use any
channel f o r obtaining books that has
characterized the growth of the Entomology Library. Professor Comstock
ever kept before the University Library
Committee and the administration, the
importance he felt for books in the field
of entomology.
Professor A. D. McGillivray joined
the staff early and he too was greatly interested in books. Professor Slingerland, another early staff member, built
up a very valuable personal collection
which, at his death, was purchased by
the Agricultural Library and now forms
a part of this branch library. A little
later Professor Cyrus Crosby came to
Cornell and, while pursuing his zealous
love of spiders, collected many books and
papers dealing with this subject. This
collection is also incorporated in the Entomology Library. T o Dr. W. A. Riley,
now of the University of Minnesota, goes
a great deal of the credit for the organization and the broad scope on which the
Library has developed. Dr. Riley was
Chairman of the Library Committee for
many years and he was interested in the
administrative side of the Library. During this time the Slingerland Library was
bought and accessioned on the fund
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known as "Ent." This fund, which accounts for approximately 2,500 of our
books, made possible the purchase of
some of the finest books we have on
entomology. Dr. James G. Needham,
Dr. 0. A. Johannsen and Professor G.
W. Herrick also have contributed their
part in making the Library what it is
today.
ENTOMOLOGY I N THE NEW
AGRICULTURE

COLLEGE

Ol?

In 1905, agriculture was taught as a
subject in the original Cornell College.
Although the Land Grant Act establishing state agricultural colleges was passed
much earlier, no money was provided by
it for buildings in which to carry on the
work. Each state was to appropriate
money for the buildings. When New
York State protested it could not furnish
money for buildings for a private institution, it was Liberty Hyde Bailey, then
teaching agriculture at Cornell, who instigated the bill proposing the establishment of a College of Agriculture at Cornell University. The bill in time was
passed and an appropriation of $200,000
set aside for buildngs.
Still there was no money for administering the college, and Dr. Bailey went
again to Albany to solicit help to fight
for an additional appropriation of
$100,000. There Dr. Bailey was sent to
a young new politician to discuss the bill.
The young politician was no other than
Franklin Delano Roosevelt. The situation challenged young Roosevelt and he
immediately became interested and was
instrumental in having the bill passed.
Thereupon the Department of Agriculture became the New York State College
of Agriculture at Cornell University with
Dr. Bailey as the new Dean. Entomology,
because of its economic aspects, was included in the new college although it still
remained a course for the students in
Cornell proper. Dr. Eailey felt that
Agriculture should still benefit from the
University Library facilities and he,
therefore, was instrumental in writing
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the charter, still in effect today, whereby
a certain amount of money each year is
spent for books on agricultural subjects.
Professor Comstock and Dr. Bailey were
close friends as well as colleagues and
the interests of the Entomology Library
were furthered through this association.
I n connection with the establishment
of the College of Agriculture at Cornell,
it is interesting to note that the Experiment Station at the College is known as
the Cornell University Experiment Station. Cornell already had an experiment
station when the Hatch Act was passed
establishing an experiment station in each
state. Cornell, however, preferred to retain its original name-Cornell University
Experiment Station.
In 1907 the Entomology Department
moved from its quarters in White Hall
to the third floor of Roberts Hall, the
fine new building erected for the New
York State College of Agriculture. The
Library of Entomology was soon to become a permanent part of these new
quarters with a collection of books numbering about 3,000.
Dr. Needham joined the Cornell staff
in the fall of that year. Two years later
in 1909, he was asked to give a course
in general Biology, a course designed
primarily for arts students. In order to
insure books of interest to these students,
a Biology fund of $100 was set up in the
Cornell Library.
THE COMSTOCK MEMORIAL

As students worked with Professor
Comstock, they quickly sensed the respect and veneration which he held for
books on scientific subjects. During his
years of teaching, students from all over
the world came to study under him.
When the time drew near for his retirement, a committee under the chairmanship
of Professor MacGillavray and on which
Dr. Matheson was active, collected a fund
of $2,500. This was presented to Professor Comstock on the occasion of a
celebration in his honor, June 13, 1914.
He in turn gave it to the University to
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form the Comstock Memorial Library.
President Schurman accepted it on behalf
of Cornell University and the first book
was entered on this new fund, December
2, 1914.
During and following World War I,
agriculture grew in volume and importance. All fields of entomology became
of greater general interest. This growth
was naturally accompanied by printed
literature, much of which was sent gratis
to either the staff or to the libraries. Professor Crosby continued to show the same
astuteness in making suggestions for the
purchase of books as Professor Comstock
had done before him. Dr. Johannsen at
this time was on the Library Council and
through his suggestions many large and
fine additions for the Entomology Library were made possible through use of
discretionary funds. The creation of a
Foreign Exchange Division in the Agricultural Library also proved of great
importance to entomology, for through
this exchange the Entomology Library
has received many fine serials and papers
from foreign countries which would
probably not have been available otherwise.
Professor Comstock lived for seventeen years after his retirement, dying in
1931. In his will he left a sum for the
Comstock Memorial Library, a part of
which was to be used by two benefactors
until their death. It was not until 1938
that the total amount of about $6,500 was
added to the account of the Comstock
Memorial Library. This generous fund
makes possible each year the purchase
of many fine and valuable books for
Entomology.
Professor Comstock's private collection
of books also became the property of the
Comstock Memorial Library. Unfortunately no record was kept of these books
and they were not incorporated into the
Entomology Library as a unit. An interesting project would be for someone
to reconstruct his library as Dr. E. I?.
Phillips has done with the L. L. Lang-
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stroth library on bees. Neither has any
con~pletebibliography ever been made of
the writings of Professor Comstock.
THE LIBRARY'S NEW QUARTERS I N
COMSTOCK HALL

I n 1934, Entomology became housed
in the building formerly occupied by the
College of Home Economics, where additional space could be provided for a
library on the top floor. At this time, the
Department felt that the merging of all
books bought for Entomology into one
concrete collection as a branch of the
College of Agriculture Library would
be of great benefit to entomologists.
Therefore, an agreement was made
whereby all books on Entomology from
whatever funds be collected into a Library of Entomology in Comstock Hall.
The Comstock Memorial Library books,
those bought on the Biology and the Sage
funds were to be included, but the ownership of these was to remain with the
Cornell Library. The new branch Library
of Entomology would be maintained by
the College of Agriculture and the College of Agriculture Library would assume responsibility for the cataloging of
all the books. The Library of Congress
classification in use at the College of
Agriculture Library was to be used. Thus
it became necessary to reclassify all books
coming t o the Entomology Library from
Cornell funds. This explains the duplication of classification numbers which so
many of our 17,000 Entomology books
have. Reprints numbering approximately
10,000 are filed in steel cabinets and form
a valuable addition to the book collection.
Since the Library of Entomology was
established in Comstock Hall in 1934, it
has been enlarged twice. The rapid expansion of the Library resulting from increased purchasing power of the Comstock fund and the increased demands put
upon the Library by students and staff
necessitated greater space. Dr. Charles E.
Palm, the newly appointed head o f the Department of Entomology in 1938, realized
the importance of adequate facilities for
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the Library and has been instrumental in
securing funds to enlarge and develop it.
In 1939, two storage closets were removed and the space incorporated into
the Library. Again in 1941, the Library
was completely remodelled, making possible the fine reading and reference rooms
and the well-organized and well-lighted
attractive rooms that form the present
Library.
In summary, the Library of Entomology today is made up of Professor Comstock's personal library; the Slingerland
collection ; books on spiders ; gifts ; books
from exchange; books bought from the
Biology and the Sage funds; books obtained through discretionary funds of the
University librarian ; and those bought on
the Agricultural fund.
OF THE LIBRARY
The beekeeping section of the Entonlology Library is really a unit in itself.
I t is important as one of the two largest
collections of rare and valuable books on
beekeeping in the United States. The
collection was begun in 1925 and is supported from the endowment donated by
the honey producers. The income of one
colony of bees in their apiary is dedicated
to this fund. Colonies of bees thus dedicated to the Library were marked by a
small bronze plate which became the
property of the beekeeper when his total
contribution reached $50. Additions to
the endowment were liberal until 1929
at which time it seemed best to relieve
the subscribers of their obligations.
The beekeeping books include all of
the books on beekeeping ever owned by
Moses Quinby, the first commercial beekeeper in America. From the historical
point of view the most valuable books in
the collection are those which once were
the property of the Rev. L. L. Langstroth, A biography of Rev. Langstroth
was published recently by Cornell University and the author, Miss Florence
Naile, has agreed that after the first manufacturing costs are met, all royalties
shall be added to the beekeeping endowBEEKEEPING SECTION
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ment as a memorial to him. The Ohio
Beekeepers Association inaugurated a
memorial to Langstroth many years ago
for this Beekeeping Library. Others
have added to it, organizations as well as
individuals, among whom are a large number of beekeepers of France. Memorials
have also been established to A. H. Root,
Moses Quinby and Julius Hoffman. Another interesting fact about the beekeeping collection of books is that outside the
country of its origin, it contains more
beekeeping books from France, Germany,
England, Russia, Turkey and China than
any other library.
CONCLUSION

The Department of Entomology at
Cornell has certainly enjoyed an illustrious history. I t is unique also for
surely nowhere else can one find a Department of fish- culture connected with
a Department of Entomology. But at
Cornell, both because of the personalities
and abilities of the men who made up the
Department and because of the ideal ecological environment in which Cornell is
located, Cornell Entomologists have developed many fields of interest akin to
entomology. I n this Department where
systematic entomology was studied for
the first time, now are included such fields
as applied economic entomology, with its
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many ramifications ; economic entomology
as applied to the crops of New York
State ; medical entomology and its relationship to public health ; biology ; limnology ;
zoology (particularly during Professor
Comstock's time) ; ecology ; fish culture ;
insect toxicology ; insect physiology ; and
apiculture. The Library of Entomology
serves impartially all these different
branches of this one subject, ever cognizant of the needs developing in the
newer fields and in the field projects, as
well as of the needs of the college student.
The Comstock Memorial Library and
the Department of Entomology Library
together present a very great opportunity
to serve Cornell and the students who
come for training in entomology. The inspiration and the foresightedness of the
men who built this Library have left a
heritage enjoyed by few libraries in
American Colleges. A nucleus is here for
as fine a collection of books on entomology as can be gathered together in
any university in the country. An endowment producing interest amounting to almost $500 a year, special funds totalling
another $400 and gifts and exchanges
combine to give the Library ample funds
for building up an unequalled library to
carry on the spirit of progress that was
manifest at its beginning.

ABERNETHY COLLECTION AT
MIDDLEBURY COLLEGE
By MRS. MARGARET L. FAYER

Acting Editor, Middlebury College ?ress, Middlebury, Vermont

A

COLLECTOR'S collection of
American literature, about threefourths of which are first editions or autographed copies, and whose
chief claim to fame is its Thoreau material is housed in the Abernethy wing

of the Middlebury College Library. This
collection, which now numbers some
7,000 books and 1,000 manuscripts, represents the work of a lifetime of its
founder, Dr. Julian Wills Abernethy, a
graduate and former trustee of Middle-
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bury College. On his death the collection
was bequeathed t o the college where it
occupies rooms furnished by Frank D.
Abernethy, brother of the donor.
Dr. Abernethy's description of himself
as "a Thoreau collector with an unappeasable ambition" is justified by the
unique items included in his collection.
Forty different editions of Walden, illustrated and unillustrated, among which are
several first editions, one with pencilled
corrections by the author; translations
into French, German, Russian, Dutch,
Czech and Japanese; others autographed
by John Drinkwater, Canby and Bucke
are included. Other Thoreau items in the
library are a first edition of his W e e k ,
manuscripts of eight letters, various
pages of his writings on man and politics,
and a tax-book of the town of Concord
showing his assessment of $1.50.
Though the Thoreau material is the
library's most outstanding possession, it
has also many other rare and beautiful
volumes, old and modern "firsts" of
American literature. Letters of Whittier, Emerson, Holmes, Mark Twain,
Joaquin Miller and other American
authors are represented.
"Firsts" of the Scarlet Letter, M o b y
Dick, T h e Oregon Trail, Leaves of Grass,
Snowbound and Uncle Tom's Cabin and
of the more recent T. S. Eliot's Wasteland, Emily Dickinson's Poems and
Master's S p o o n River Anthology are
part of this growing collection of Americana. Autographed or inscribed editions
include Ethan Fronze, T h e Hairy A p e
and T h e Bridge of S u n Luis R e y .
A rare first edition of T h e Education
of H e n r y A d a m is of especial interest.
Ferris Greenslet in his autobiographical
Under the Bridge tells of the struggle he
waged with Adams over a period of ten
years to secure the publishing rights of
this book for Houghton Mifflin. Adams
remained adamant, insisting that he had
printed 100 copies privately in 1907 for
his friends and had no further interest
in its publication. Finally in desperation
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he mischievously suggested that he would
leave a copy to the Massachusetts Historical Society, which he did in 1916. With
their cooperation, Greenslet finally succeeded in bringing out the book in a
popular edition. The copy left to the
Society is now in the Abernethy collection.
Unlike many similar bequests, provision has been made for the continued
growth of this Library. Every year since
its acquisition in 1928, editions have been
made to the original nuclear collection.
Despite wartime restrictions which have
reduced the appropriation and lessened
the number of sale items offered, the
library has shown a steady growth. Although the main emphasis has never been
put on contemporary writing certain first
editions of current books are regularly
added. These include among others,
Grapes of W r a t h , Listen the W i n d , Robert Frost's Collected Poems, T h e Late
George A p l e y and Northwest Passage.
One unusual feature is its miniature
book collection, housed in a leather box.
Ranging in size from that of a postage
stamp to three inches in length, the books
include Auslander's Five American Intmortals, Emerson's Friendship and Abraham Lincoln's Addresses.
Inquiries concerning the Thoreau documents have come from as far south as
the University of North Carolina; reproductions of the John Godfrey Saxe
material have been used by a degree candidate at the University of Kentucky; a
professor came to Middlebury from Columbia University to use the Thoreau
material; students and writers attending
the School of English and Writers' Conference held every summer at nearby
Bread Loaf make frequent visits to the
library during their stay; and throughout
the year students of American history
and American literature find heightened
interest in their courses through the use
of its material.
The atmosphere of the room, its leisure
and serenity, have made it an ideal spot
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for the series of readings given throughout the winter before its crackling fire by
members of the faculty. Here, too, the
first few annual commemorations of the
birthday of Dr. Abernethy were held.
But thk widespread
of these
occasions among students, faculty and
townspeople has necessitated their removal to-the college chapel. Each year
in January, the month in which Abernethy was born, some famous American
author is invited to the campus to address
the students. Van Wyck Brooks, Archibald MacLeish, Stephen Vincent BCnet,
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Robert Frost, Mary Ellen Chase and
Christopher Morley are among those who
have participated in this celebration.
The curator of the collection shares
with Dr. Abernethy the sentiment so
aptly expressed in one of his letters to
Edwin B. Hill, also a collector: "I gloat
over a newly acquired 'first' as if it were
the source of my salvation-and I think
it is. Surely a book has an immortal
soul which one may worship, for didn't
Thoreau say that even a pine tree has an
immortal soul, at which Lowell turned up
his untranscendental nose ?"

AN APPRECIATION OF LAURA WOODWARD

M

Y real acquaintance with Miss
Woodward commenced during
the summer of 1941 when I, as
President of A. I,. A. received a letter
from President Woodward of S. L. A.
inviting me to attend a meeting of representatives of all national library associations in the United States. The purpose
of the meeting was to discuss the proposed formation of a Council of National
Library Associations.
Even earlier, the Third Activities Committee of A. L. A., of which I was Chairman, had urged a closer relationship and
a better understanding between the various national library associations. Special
Libraries Association was working
toward the same end. During the several conversations with Miss Woodward
before and after the meetings of the
representatives of the various library associations at Chicago in December 1941,
and in New York in March 1942, my
appreciation of Miss Woodward's unusual abilities steadily increased.
Although our objectives were similar,
we disagreed on many methods by which
our common objectives could be attained.
Miss Woodward was one of those rare
individuals with whom strong disagreements could be discussed without the in-

trusion of personal antagonisms, even
without a raising of the voice. I have
seen her defeated on some proposals
which I knew she regarded as important.
Yet she bore no resentment and accepted
the decision of the group, not with animosity but with amiability. She was always well-poised and always able to think
objectively and to make decisions intellectually and not emotionally. She also
possessed the rare ability of seeing both
sides of any disputed questions.
Since the days when Laura Woodward
and I were presidents of national library
associations, I have had the pleasure of
visiting with her in Baltimore and Washington and at some meetings of our national associations. My admiration for
her has steadily increased and unfortunately, it is now impossible for me to
tell her that on some matters on which
we disagreed, events have proved that she
was right and I was wrong.
Miss Woodward's great influence on
people with whom she came in contact
was, in my opinion, her greatest contribution to professional librarianship. Her
same philosophy represents an ideal
standard toward which the rest of us can
work. She will be greatly missed.
CHARLES
H . BROWN.

S. L. A. EXECUTIVE BOARD AND ADVISORY
COUNCIL MEETINGS,
NOVEMBER 4 AND 5,1944
N E of the realizations that is
borne afresh on us each time the
Executive Board and Advisory
Council meet is, that in spite of brief
leisure and the fatigue of long wartime
hours, how enthusiastically members accept and carry the responsibilities of office. They have pride in the experience
of this type of creative work. They enjoy participating in the useful activities of
the Association.

0

PROCEEDINGS I N BRIEF
Miss Betty Joy Cole, as Chairman of
the Publications Governing Committee,
announced that the Illa?zual of M a p Classification and Catalogitzg would be in the
press in December 1944. I n considering
the matter of Group manuals, several of
which are in preparation, the Committee
recommended iskuance of these helpful
guides as a series, with the same general
section covering matters common to most
special libraries to form one part, and 3
specialized section, cover and title page
for each type of library, to constitute
the other part. This plan, with the added
suggestion of loose-leaf format, was favorably received by the Board. Revision
of the Microfilnz Directory also was approved.
The Secretary. Mrs. Stebbins, reported
a decided increase in placement activity,
with 160 requests received from employers, 86 of which were filled. With the
establishment of a professional literature
library at S. L. A. Headquarters of about
200 volumes and the cataloging of classification schemes by Miss Towner, added
service to members is now possible. The
growing number of users of these service.;
point to their value.
An additional job which the Board felt
could be undertaken by the efficient staff
at Headquarters, was that of editiorial

assistance to Chapters, Groups and the
Publications Governing Committee. This
suggestion was favorably voted upon.
The advertising record of last year
was topped, Mrs. Stebbins, the Advertising Manager, reported, both in total
volume and in a record issue-the JulyAugust number of SPECIAL LIBRARIES.
The total for the entire year of 1943 was
$3,349, whereas for the ten months of
1944 it reached $3,363. Because, however of higher publication costs the Board
approved the requested schedule of increased rates for 1945.
I n order that volun~e I1 of Special
Library Resources might be hastened
toward completion, Miss Isabel Towner
was sent to Cleveland to assist the Editor,
Miss Rose L. Vormelker.
Miss Eleanor S. Cavanaugh, as Chairman of the Finance Committee, presented
a well-considered budget for 1945, which
takes into account higher costs, possible
cancellation of government contracts, additional fees to Groups under the new
Constitution and By-Laws, and a good
allowance for reserve and surplus.
The Treasurer, Miss Mary P. MacLean, reported for this year, after withdrawal of $20,000 for the Reserve Fund,
$9,439 in the checking account, as of
September 30, 1944.
Recomn~endations of Miss Alma C.
Mitchill, Editor of SPECIAL LIBRARIES,
regarding publication of the Proceedi~zgs
of the annual conference in the October
instead of the Summer issue, were approved. Beginning with the January
issue a special section in the magazine
will be devoted to Chapter, Group and
Committee news.
At the Executive
Board and Advisory Council meeting on
November 5 many constructive suggestions for SPECIAL LIBRARIES were
offered.
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For the 1945 Convention in Chicago,
which the Board had approved at the
June 21, 1944 meeting, dates were set
f o r May 21-23, with Headquarters at the
Drake Hotel.
Because of the continuing shortage of
special librarians, the Training and Professional Activities Committee, Miss
Ruth Leonard announced, will intensify
recruiting. Besides reprinting Something
Special for further distribution, it is
planned to have another pamphlet written
by Mrs. Margaret H. Charles on Careers
i ~ zSpecial Libraries to send out to personnel counsellors. I n addition, the Committee is sponsoring a long-range project
in cooperation with Groups on setting up
professional standards and discovering
more exact terminology for types of
positions.
The Manpower Survey, Miss Ruth
Savord, Chairman, so far as returns are
now in, revealed important skills and the
knowledge of many languages, including such unusual ones as Arabic, Annamese and Navajo Indian. There is
great need for wider reporting by men?bers in order to have basic data for such
practical purposes as raising professional
standards and salaries.
Miss Isabel Towner, Classification
Committee, reported the cataloging of
classification schemes almost complete,
and suggested that when finished, the
list be mimeographed.
Two new committees were approved by
the Board: one on Public Relations and
the other on Postwar Planning. The
former is to study the information service needs of business and industry, to

set up a program for extending special
library service by the establishment of
new libraries and by developing information service to small business, and by the
possible installation of an advisory service
at Headquarters. Publicity also will be
a function of the Committee. The Postwar Planning Committee will cooperate
with governmental and private planning
agencies in promoting information service to business and industry, and will consider plans of action for the Association.
Both of these Committees, the Board
felt, should coordinate their work, and
should elicit the participation of Chapters and Groups.
Miss Eleanor S. Cavanaugh, the official
representative of Special Libraries Association at the A. I,. A. Council meeting,
October 11-14, reported on its proceedings and on the work of the Joint Committee on Books for Devastated Libraries.
Other S. L. A. representatives included
Miss Ruth Savord to the U. S. Quarterly
Booklist, Miss Elizabeth L. Dorsey to the
Association of Special Libraries and Information Bureaux Conference in London. Miss Ruth Leonard prepared a
paper, at the request of the President, on
the suggestion of ASLIB, on recruiting
and training special librarians in the
United States, for presentation at the
London Conference.
Fuller reports of the meetings are on
file at Headquarters and are recommended for study of the interesting and
valuable work of Chapters, Groups and
Committees.

WALTER
HAUSDORE'ER,
President.

N o t k i n q i n the world can ,takc thc placc of prrsistmcr
T n l ~ nwill
t
not; notlzit~gi s more conznzou tlzaf~umuccessful me11 with talcglt. Gcnitts d l 1 n o t ; ztnrewarded pzizl.\
is a l r ~ ~ o as t fwovcrb. Educntio~twill +tot; t h world
~
is full
of cdzrcatcd derelicts. Persistc~lceand determiltation alonare omnipotent.
CALVINCOQLI~IGII.
,
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SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION
REVISED PUBLICATION POLICY
NOVEMBER 4,1944

T

HE Executive Board of Special
Libraries Association at its meeting on October 25, 1941, adopted
the following policies and authorized the
procedure involved as outlined below :
That publication projects be submitted t o
the S. L. A. Publications Governing Committee in the planning stage in order t o prevent waste of effort on the part of committees or groups on projects for which a market cannot be found or which, for any other
reason, cannot be published. Copies of the
detailed schedules or instructions prepared
for the guidance of cooperators should also
be sent t o the Publication Governing Committee as soon as these are outlined. I t is
obvious, however, that a positive decision cannot be arrived at as t o the advisability of
actual publication by the Association until
the completed project is received by the Publications Governing Committee.

Therefore, the procedure is as follows :
1. When a Group or Chapter has a
project, it must be sent to the Publications
Governing Committee for tentative approval.
2. The Publications Committee then shall
decide whether or not this publication should
be completed and shall obtain the tentative
0.K. of the S. L. A. Executive Board.
Thus work can be started on the project.
The Executive Board's approval of projects
shall be given only upon recommendation
from the Publications Governing Committee.
3. When the project is completed, final decision shall be made by the Publications
Governing Committee. Until such decision
is given, all material prepared by Groups,
Chapters o r Committees is considered the sole
property of S. L. A., and as such cannot be
offered t o any outside source for publication.
The Committee with the Editorial Assistant
shall secure estimates for printing; and the
approval of the S. I,. A. Executive board
must be obtained for expenditures, for printing and for advertising the publication.
This plan is proposed so that the Publications Governing Committee may have control
over publications, and cut down on the lag
between completion of the manuscript and
the distribution of the publication, which in
.the past, has been a serious handicap.

4. The Publications Governing Committee,
with the Editorial Assistant, shall be responsible for editing, putting through the press,
size of edition, setting of sale price, the planning of advertising and any other publicity
through the S. L. A. Committee on Publicity.
5. Publications and publicity material at
the request of the Publicity Chairman shall
be distributed by the Editorial Assistant, with
the approval of the Publications Governing
Committee.

6. Records of sale including mailing list
of purchasers and prospects, with titles bought
by each, shall be kept for publicity purposes
and statistics of sales and stocks shall be
forwarded upon request to the Publications
Governing Committee.
7. This policy is to apply to all publications which are financed wholly or in part
through Association funds, i. e., publications
for sale, including those reprinted from
SPECIAL LIBRARIES; publications to be used
for publicity by the Executive Office, Chapters, Groups, Membership Committee, etc.
8. Immediately after the annual meeting,
a form letter briefly stating the functions of
the Publications Governing Committee shall
be sent to each Group and Chapter from the
Executive Office over the name of the National President. This letter shall request
that information, on forms provided, be sent
the Publications Governing Committee on
present publication projects and on future
projects as evolved. This will keep the Committee informed in accordance with No. 1
above and also will assist in preparing a
budget.
9. The Publications Governing Committee shall analyze publication costs, sales and
returns on publicity, so that an intelligent
publication program may be established.
10. Having such records available, it hecomes possible and desirable that the Publications Governing Committee recommend the
compilation of new editions of out of date or
o. p. publications as well as new compilations
for which they see a market, and recommend
to the Executive Board the appointment of
committees to prepare such material.

S. L. A. NATIONAL MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE
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2. Suggest new editions needed.
3. Point out duplication of effort.
4. Help finance new publications by sale of
advertising.
5. Spread news of publications to persons
who should be interested.
6. Send news of reviews of Special Libraries
Association publications to Publicity
Chairman.
7. Cooperate with Editor of SPECIAL &I-

SUMMARY
What Publications Can Do for the Special
Libraries Association
1. Add to knowledge of profession.
2. Increase prestige of Special Libraries
Association.
3. Secure new members.
4. Increase the revenue of the Association.
5. Advertise the Association.
What Association Members Can Do to Promote
Special Libraries Association Publishing Program
1. Suggest new and marketable projects for
publication.

BRARIES.

8. Secure

new

subscriptions

to

SPECIAL

LIBRARIES.

S. L. A. NATIONAL MEMBERSHIP
COMMITTEE PERSONNEL

-

1944 1945
PECIAL Libraries Association ex-

S

tends a cordial invitation to personnel in special libraries, statistical
and research pursuits, and to those interested in supporting its pledge "Putting
Knowledge to Work", to become members in the Association. Membership
offers a valuable contact with 3,600
individuals who are expert in special
fields; a headquarter's office in New
York where the Executive Secretary as-

sists members in locating suitable placements or personnel, in finding special
tools for library service, and in performing such other professional services as the
members may require. Applications for
membership may be obtained from any
one of the following committee members,
or from Mrs. Kathleen Stebbins, Executive Secretary, Special Libraries Association, 31 East Tenth Street, New York 3,
New York.

Jane Brewer, Chairman
Federal Housing Administration
Washington 25, D. C.
Rosalind Morrison, Vice-Chairman
Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield
Empire State Building
New York, New York
BALTIMORE
Samuel Feldstein. Chairman
211 E. Fayette street
Baltimore 2, Maryland
Mrs. Esther Horine
Baltimore City Health Dept.
Baltimore 2, Maryland
BOSTON
Dorothy T. Merrow, Chairman
Kirsteen Business Branch
20 City Hall Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts

Elizabeth Sherier ten Houton, Vice-Chairman
C/O Shell Oil Co.
Quito, Ecuador
CLEVELAND
Gilberta G. Torrey, Chairman
Grasselli Chemical Dept.
E. I. duPont De~em'urs and Co., Inc.
3092 Broadway, Cleveland, Ohio
CINCINNATI
Helen C. Little, Chairman
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals Library
617 Federal Building, Cincinnati 2, 0.
Rosemary Vordenburg
Stockton, West, Burkhart, Inc.
First National Bank Building
Cincinnati 2, Ohio
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Lillian Reinholdson
Social Science Dept.
St. Paul Public Library
St. Paul, Minnesota

CONNECTICUT
Anne Nicholson, Chairman
Naugatuck Chemical Division
U. S. Rubber Co.
Naugatuck, Connecticut
Rosamond Cruikshank
Business and Technical Branch
The Hartford Public Library
Hartford, Connecticut

MONTREAL
Miss M. O'Reilly, Chairman
RCA Victor Co. Ltd.
976 Lacasse Street
Montreal, Canada
Miss C. O s h r n e
Engineering Library
McGill University
Montreal, Canada

GREATER ST. LOUIS
Mrs. Elizabeth Owens, Chairman
Mercantile Commerce Bank & Trust Co.
Locust, 8th and St. Charles Sts.
St. Louis 1, Missouri
Audrey Kargus
St. Louis Medical Society
3839 Lindell Street
St. Louis 6, Missouri

NEW JERSEY
Alice G. Owen, Chairman
Ordnance Dept. Picatinny Arsenal
Dover, New Jersey
Jeanette Poor
Radio Corporation of America
Harrison, New Jersey

ILLINOIS
Barbara Hopkins, Chairman
Institute of Gas Technology
3325 South Dearborn Street
Chicago 16, Illinois
Thelma Passo
Quarrie Corporation
35 East Wacker Drive
Chicago, Illinois

NEW YORK
Fannie Simon, Chairman
McCall Corporation
230 Park Avenue
New York 17, New York
Olive Kennedy
Electrical Manufacturers' Public
Information Center
155 East 44th Street
New York 17, New York

INDIANA
Harold J. Burton, Chairman
Newspaper Section
Indiana State Library
140 North Senate Avenue
Indianapolis 4, Indiana
Ruth Wallace
Catalog Dept.
Indianapolis Public Library
Indianapolis, Indiana
MICHIGAN
Margaret A. Downey, Chairman
Continental Aviation and Engineering
12801 East Jefferson Avenue
Detroit 14, Michigan
Dorothy Sloman
Technology Dept.
Detroit Public Library
Detroit 2, Michigan
MILWAUKEE
Mrs. Jeanne Albrecht, Chairman
Library, Milwaukee Branch
U. S. Dept. of Agriculture
Milwaukee 3, Wisconsin
MINNESOTA
Maude Briggs, Chairman
Minneapolis Public Library
Business and Municipal Branch
508 2nd Avenue South
hfinneapolis, Minnesota

[January

PHILADELPHIA COUNCIL
Clara Manson, Chairman
College of Physicians
19 South 22nd Street
Philadelphia 3, Pennsylvania
Virginia Walker
Friends Historical Library
Swarthmore, Pennsylvania
(,

PITTSBURGH
Mrs. Jeanne M. Smith, Chairman
Pennsylvania Economy League
1412 Farmers Bank Building
Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania
Geraldine Anderson
Mellon Institute of Industrial Research
4400 5th Avenue
Pittsburgh 13, Pennsylvania
SAN FRANCISCO BAY REGION'
Mary K. Logan, Chairman
Mechanics' Institute Library
57 Post Street
San Francisco, California

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Jeannette Hagan, Chairman
1060 Queen Ann Place
Los Angeles, California
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S. L. A. CHAPTER, GROUP AND COMMITTEES

TORONTO
Mrs. A. E. Barber, Chairman
Women's Institute Branch
Dept. of Agriculture
Parliament Buildings
Toronto, Canada
Mrs. K. H. Sutton
T h e Confederation Life Association
Toronto, Canada
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Mrs. Bertha Usilton, Chairman
Freer Gallery of Art
Washington 25, D. C.
Miriam C. Vance
National Fertilizer Association
616 Investment Building
Washington 5, D. C.
COMMITTEE-AT-LARGE
Dorothy Beckemeyer
Southern Regional Laboratory
U. S. Dept. of Agriculture
New Orleans, Louisiana

Mildred Benton
Department of Agriculture
Washington 25, D. C.
Mrs. Jean Lynch Dabagh
2640 Tantalus Drive
Honolulu, T. H.
Lt. Helen Hastings, W A C
Army Air Transport
Orlando, Florida
Ruth Leonard
Simmons College
300 The Fenway
Boston, Massachusetts
Eva Lieberman
Foreign Economic Administration
Washington 25, D. C.
Ruth Tews
Hospital Library Service
St. Paul Public Library
St. Paul 2, Minnesota

S. L. A. CHAPTER, GROUP AND
COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES
(Contributions to this column should reach the Editor b y the fifteenth o f each morzth)

CHAPTERS
Michigan
Mrs. Florence Maple Brown, Librarian of
Ross Roy, Inc., Detroit, is to have the novel,
which won her the Avery Hopwood Annual
Award at the University of Michigan last June,
published this Spring by Knopf. The book
will appear under the title, The Family Tree.
Illinois
Probably no group of professional people
meeting to discuss their methods of procedure
has more to gain from an exchange of ideas
than special librarians. This comes of the distinctiveness of each library, and the originality
called forth to meet its needs. Obviously, the
best way to understand methods is to see them
in practice. This was the purpose of the
Methods exhibit held at the November meeting
of the Illinois Chapter. It was the next best
thing to visiting special libraries individually.
Some of the members described procedures
that seemed to them practicable in other libraries and a representative of Remington Rand
discussed equipment of the future. Climaxing
the meeting was an exhibit of methods: Posters,

bibliographies prepared by the library for circulation throughout the concern, the preparation,
cataloging and storing of microfilm, samples of
routing slips, storage records, bindings, library
displays and the like.
A unique exhibit was a Methods Manual,
compiled by Miss Helen Basil, Librarian of
Crane Company. While the structure of the
Manual is complete, parts of it are yet to be
enlarged upon. I t is divided mainly according
to (1) Services of the Library, including such
headings as literature searches, bibliographies,
translations, circulation and reproduction of
literature and library bulletins, and (2) Organization with headings on library objectives, location of holdings, orders, classification and
cataloging, binding, correspondence, etc.
The meeting ended in exan~inationand discussion of exhibits under the guidance of Mrs.
Lotta Strong, Librarian for Carnegie-Illinois
Corporation, Methods Chairman.
New York
Miss Zeliaette Troy, Librarian of the Boyce
Thompson Institute for Plant Research, Inc.,
Yonkers, N. Y., spoke on the "Problems of
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Biological Publications" at the Cleveland meetings of the American Association for the Advancement of Science on September 11, 1944.
Our President's Travels
Walter Hausdorfer, S. L. A. National
President, visited the Illinois Chapter on December 28, 1944 and plans to visit Michigan
Chapter sometime in January and Pittsburgh
within the next few months.

COMMITTEES
Training and Professional Activities Committee
The need for recruiting college students to
the special library profession is still acute. The
shortage of librarians is becoming increasingly
serious and detrimental to the advancement of
our professional standards. T h e Training and
Professional Activities Committee is planning
to write again to the 1,100 personnel officers in
colleges and universities throughout the country,
emphasizing the demand for special librarians,
the increases in salary and the variety of opportunities open to college graduates. Mrs. Margaret Howser Charles, author of Something
Special, our recruiting pamphlet of last year,
is preparing another one which we expect to be

[January

effectively used as a follow-up to Something
Special. The continuing demand for the latter
has caused us to have it reprinted for use among
new groups of students and additional vocational counsellors. W e are glad to announce
also that Miss Ruth Savord is preparing a revision of her Special Librarianship as a Career,
which will be especially useful to send to library
school students and others who express a n interest in special library work.
W e need your active help and cooperation.
Letters and recruiting literature are not enough.
Personal contact with personnel officers and
students is imperative. Cannot each one become
a recruiter by encouraging young people to
understand what it is we do, by visiting college
personnel officers in your vicinity and by taking
part in vocational information conferences?
E x t r a copies of Something Special are now
available a t S. L. A. Headquarters in limited
quantities for you to distribute wherever and
whenever you may find a n opportunity to
"spread the word." W e expect shortly to have
the revised edition of Miss Savord's Special
Librarianship as a Career and the new recruiting leaflet ready for distribution.
Chairman.
RUTH LEONARD,

EVENTS and PUBLICATIONS
The 1944 edition of the PENNSYLVANIA
IN- extra, a set of four mountable 8% by 11
DIRECTORY(Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. photographs on the people under discussion will
Review Publishing Co., 1944. 804p. $10) is a accompany each issue of the monthly bulletin.
Subscriptions to Asia alzd fhe Americas and
complete reference tool for the insurance business in Pennsylvania, giving information about Common Ground will be made available a t specompanies, special agents, agents, brokers and cial fees.
* *
*
public adjusters. I t also includes tables of
Hundreds of up-to-the-minute bits of inforpremiums and losses in Pennsylvania, insurance
OQ WORLD
laws of the State and data on both national and mation are to be found in LANGUAGE
WAR I1 (New York, N. Y., H . W . Wilson,
Pennsylvania insurance organizations.
1944. 94p. $1.25). The book defines, traces
* *
*
the origin and cites sources of war-created
A completely new East-West Library Service words and phrases, quotations, nicknames, slorevised to meet the needs of librarians for selec- gans, poster captions, initialed government
tion and evaluation of books about people agencies, initialed women's organizations ; also
everywhere will be launched by the Association those words and phrases to which the war has
(40 E. 49th St., New York 17, N. Y.) early given a special significance: blood bank, rationin 1945. Each month the best recent book about ing, victory garden, etc.
* *
*
people, their life and their problems, will be
selected by a distinguished Board of Judges
Beginning in January 1945, the EDUCATIONAL
headed by H a r r y Hansen, "The First Reader"
FILMCATALOG,
published by the H . W. Wilson
of the N e w York World Telegram and other Co., will be issued ten times a year (monthly
papers, and including Frederic G. Melcher, except July, August) superseding the present
editor of Publishers' Weekly, Houston Peterson fall, minter and spring plan. The interpretaof the Cooper Union Forum and Jean Black- tion of "educational films" has been broadened
well of the New York Public Library.
to include practically all non-theatrical films
A yearly subscription fee of $5 is to be with special emphasis in the 16mm field.
charged for this Service. O n payment of $5
(Price?)
SURANCE
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The SCIENCE
OF MAN IN THE WORLD
CRISIS
(New York, N. Y., Columbia University Press,
1945. 520p. $4), edited by Ralph Linton, Professor of Anthropology, Columbia University,
deals with the perplexing problem of race;
analyzes culture processes and culture change;
and considers the present state of world resources, the distribution of populations, colonial
administration, the handling of minority groups,
the possibilities for the acquisition of new ways
of social behavior and trends in nationalism and
internationalism.

*

*

*

War Department Technical Manual, T M 28305, SMALLARMY LIBRARIES(Washington,
D. C., Govt. print. off., 1944. 27p.) is prepared
for the use of non-professional personnel in
small libraries in the United States and overseas. Its first section is devoted to the purpose,
use, mission of army libraries and responsibility,
organization, accountability and book selection.
Section two deals with the operation of the
small library, including a list of steps for preparing a book for circulation and detailed instructions, the charging system and information
on periodicals, supplies and obsolete books. An
appendix furnishes sample forms of catalog
cards, library records, statistics, with a list of
regulations and directives pertaining to army
libraries.

*

*

*

An interesting and timely 112-page pamphlet
analysis of policies and programs by a large
number of employers, dealing with the READJUSTMENT OF MAN POW^ IN INDUSTRY
DURING
FROM WARTO PEACE,has been
THE TRANSITION
issued by the Industrial Relations Section,
Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey.
(Price?)

*

*

*

SEALANGUAGE
COMESASHORE(New York,
N. Y., Cornell Maritime Press, 1944. 223p.
$2.25), by Joanna C. Colcord, gathers together
the sea terms which have made a place for
themselves in shore speech by their pungency,
aptness and humor. The origins of many are
traced, and the author speculates on probable
relationships among expressions which go back
beyond the delving of the etymologists. The
book is alphabetically arranged and illustrated
with line drawings.

*

*

*

Miss Katherine Lenore Morgan, research
assistant at the Pan American Union, has compiled and annotated a very comprehensive directory of leading Latin American scientific publications. I t lists scientific journals published in
the other American republics by country and
alphabetically by subject. Available from the
Division of Intellectual Cooperation, Pan

ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF THE NEGRO
250 PagekPreparatory Volume

$2.75
Eddted by DR. W. E. B. DUBOIS
and DR. GUYB. JOHNSON
I n 1932 the Encyclopedia of the Negro,
Inc., was organized under the auspices
of t h e Phelps-Stokes Fund. The purpose was to publish a definitive work
i n four volumes on t h e Negro race
similar i n scope a n d treatment to the
Catholic and Jewish encyclopedias.
Two well-known authorities i n the
field, one a Negro and the other a
white man, were appointed editors.
The encyclopedia i s obviously a tremendous undertaking and the publication date i s not in sight. However,
much valuable material h a s been assembled which i s now published i n a
Preparatory Volume. The main feature of this work is a n alphabetical
list of subjects dealing with the Negro
race and a list of source material for
each subject. The introduction to t h e
book is written by Anson PhelpsStokes, and the editors collaborate on
the leading article. A section prepared
by Dr. L. D. Reddick discusses Library Resources for Negro Studies i n
the United States and Abroad and
there is a Bibliography of Bibliographies compiled by Professor Rayford
Logan. Appendices contain t h e history
of t h e Encyclopedia from its inception; the articles of incorporation, lists
of the Directors, Advisory Board, and
Editorial Staff, with photograph.

THE H. W. WILSON CO.
950 University Avenue
New York 52, New York
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T h e School of Library Science at the University of Southern California has recently issued a syllabus for use in connection with its
course in Administration and Organization of
Libraries. A new edition of the teaching syllabus for Reference and Bibliography is also
available, as are those for the courses in Book
Selection and Cataloging. One for the recently
enlarged course in Public Relations is anticipated early in 1945. All of these publications
may be procured through the Book Store, TJniversity of Southern California, Los Angeles 7,
California. Price?
A thought-provoking article by Jerome K.
Wilcox entitled, "Indexing and Distribution of
Federal Publications : a Program for Action,"
appears in the December 1, 1944 issue of
Library Journal, pages 1029-1032.
Paul W . Ellis, on the Research Staff of the
National Industrial Conference Board, has made
a statistical study entitled T H EWORLD'S
BIGGEST
SPENDING1914BUSINESS-AMERICANPUBLIC
1944 (New York, N. Y., National Industrial
Conference Board, 1944. 139p. Price?). This
book presents only the fiscal facts reflecting the
growth of government without evaluating the
philosophies underlying that growth. Included
in the handbook are annual long-term estimates
of local taxes, revenues, expenditures and debt.
The International Association of Printing
House Craftsmen, Educational Commission,
Evanston, Illinois, has published an INDEXTO
GRAPHICARTS PRRIODICAL
LITERATURE
FOR THE
YEAR 1943, edited by E. G. Hubbell. I t is a
third supplement to the original Index. Supplements for 1941 and 1942 were compiled by
R. Randolph Karch. I t is a classified list,
using letters and numbers, with twenty-one
broad headings under which are various divisions and subdivisions, arranged alphabetically.
Work has begun on an exhaustive subject
and author index for the A. S. M. REVIEWOF
CURRENTMETALLITERATURE,
according to announcement by the national headquarters of
the American Society for Metals. This Index
will be included in the bound volume of the
Review, available early in 1945. The volume
will reprint all of the installments which have
appeared in The Metals Reztiew since February
1944, and will continue through January 1945,
thus providing a complete, annotated reference
work and bibliography of all articles and books
dealing with metals which have appeared during
the year 1944.

What do you know about
French-speaking People?
It has probably never occurred t o you that
millions of people, French and English, on
this continent, read French. For their benefit we publish "Les Biographies Francaises
d'Amerique." As its name implies it consists of biographies of prominent French
Canadians and Franco-Americans in the professional and industrial field.
This book has 640 pages of reading matter
and about 600 illustrations. Its size is 8% by
5 % inches. It's strongly bound in dark blue
imitation leather. O n the outside front cover
is a map outlined in gold of the North American continent, showing with gold-fleur-de-lis
where French-speaking people are grouped.
The printing is on fine paper in clear, legible
type. The text is written in plain, simple
French.
It's the only book of its kind on this continent published in the French language.
This work will be found useful for reference in every library, university, college
and high school in the United States and
Canada. I t will prove interesting for anyone learning French.

Price $15.00
LES JOURNALISTES ASSOCIES
Suite 3, La Patrie Bldg., Montreal, Canada.

WANTED

Recordak microfilm reader
Model C
N e w or Used, in Good Condition
M A S S A C H U S E T T S INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY LIBRARY
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Expert Service on Magazine
Subscriptions for Special Libraries
W r i t e f o r a f r e e copy of Faxon's
Librarians' Guide.
Also odd numbers of magazines,
volumes, o r complete sets.

F. W. FAXON COMPANY
83-91 Francis Street
Back Bay, Boston, Massachusetts

Please Mention Special Libraries When Answering Advertisements
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THE MIDNIGHT CRY
By F. D. NICHOL
William Miller the principal subject of this
sketch, had been H captain in the War of 1812.
Later he was converted to Christianity, and
began the ardent study of the Bible, especially
its prophetic portions. His study led him to
certain conclusions regarding that prominent
Spiritual doctrine, the second advent of Christ.
Most striking was his conclusion that the
advent of Christ might be expected "about the
year 1843."
This date was finally revised to
read, October 22, 1844.
Over all America was heard the preaching
of Miller and his steadily increasing corps of
ministerial associates who accepted his views on
prophecy.
T h e whole movement came to its climax on
October 22 1844 when tens of thousands of
Miller's forlower; looked for the heavens to
open and the Lord to he revealed in awesome
majesty. What did happen on that day? How
did the Millerites act
What kind of peoole
were these Millerites?
Were their beliefs
wholly irrational, unscriptural, fantastic? The
answers to these and many other questions
will be found in this work, The Midnight C r y .
Bound in Cloth.

PUBLISHING ASSOCIATION

-

W a s h i n g t o n 12, D. C.

Just Published

FOOD REGULATION
and COMPLIANCE
BY ARTHURD. HERRICK
4 comprehensive, practical manual treating all phases
of government regulation of food products.
Deals
with labeling, packaging, advertising, distribution, and
buying. Fully annotated. Over 646 pages; 6x9; buckram. Price $10. Customary library discount

REVERE PUBLISHING COMPANY
32 Broadway, Box SL, New York 4, N. Y.

SANFORD'S
Library Paste
Permanent

Clean

Cream the Paste with the
brush. Spread thin. Card
pockets, book plates, and
even bindings will be
inseparably held.
A 2-03. sample send on request
of any librarian

SANFORD INK CO.
Chicago

Correction
Please note that the title of the book, FOOD
REGULATION
A N D HOW TO COMPLYWITH IT,
noted on page 494 of the December issue of
SPECIAL LIBRARIES should read FOOD
REGULATION
AND COMPLIANCE.

$3.50 (Higher in C a n a d a )

REVIEW AND HERALD
Takoma Park

The fifth edition of a LIST OF SUBJECTHEADSMALLLIBRARIES,edited by Minnie
Earl Sears, has been published by the H. W.
Wilson Company. As in the fourth edition,
published in 1939, it contains Decimal classification numbers by Isabel Stevenson Monro.
Although the list is intended primarily for small
libraries the extension of its use to mediumsized libraries and its use in library schools
for teaching subject headings has made necessary some changes in the new edition. About
two hundred new subjects have been added, requiring many new references. Additional references have been made also for subjects previously listed. (Price?)
INGS FOR

New York

No. 533 8 o*.
No. 534 5 oz.

Bibliograplzics:
COLLECTIVE
BARGAINING
PROCEDURES.
Compiled
by N. W. Chamberlin. (Washington, D. C.,
American Council on Public Affairs.) $2.
CONTRACT
TERMINATION.Compiled by Business
Information Bureau.
(Cleveland, Ohio,
Cleveland Public Library, November 1944.)
5p. Price?
POSTWAR
PLANNING
FOR INDUSTRY.PART
IV:
SALES MANAGEMENT
FOR POSTWAR
N ~ s .
Compiled by Business Information Bureau.
(Cleveland, Ohio, Cleveland Public Library,
November 1944.) 4p. 106.
PROBLEMS
OF REEMPLOYMENT
AND RETRAINING
OF MANPOWERDURING THE TRANSITION
FROM W A RTO PEACE. Bibliographical Series
No. 75. Compiled by Industrial Relations
Section. (New Jersey, Princeton University,
June 1944.) 26p. 25@. Annotated.
R E C O N ~ E R S I OCompiled
N.
by Business Information Bureau. (Cleveland, Ohio, Cleveland
Public Library, November 1944.) 5p. Price?
SECONDARY
RECOVERY
OF OIL. Sponsored by
Subcommittee of Topical Committee on Production Practice, American Petroleum Institute.
(If2 Institute's Proceedings, 24th
Annual Meeting, Section 4.) Price?
SURPLUSMATERIALS.
Compiled by Business Information Bureau. (Cleveland, Ohio, Cleveland Public Library, November 1944.) 5p.
Price?
WAGE PAYMENT SYSTEMS Bibliographical
Series No. 74. Compiled by Industrial Relations Section. (New Jersey, Princeton University, 1944.) 24p. 25d.
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FORECASTS OF FORTHCOMING BOOKS

J A N U A R Y FORECASTS O F

Forthcoming Books
( W h e r e the publisher has supplicd the price
and a brief description o f the book, these have
been included. All prices quoted are subject
to change.)
CAREA N D USE OF HAND
TOOLS, by R. R. Toliver. \ITiley. $1.25. "The hand tools most
commonly used in industry a r e discussed in
non-technical language, with a practical approach, i n this book for beginners. Gives a
good basic understanding of the proper care
and correct handling of tools."
DEMOCRACY
UNDERPRESSURE,by S t u a r t Chase.
Twentieth Century Fund. $1. "Exposes the
scores of pressure groups who a r e steadily
lobbying their way into greater power."
ENGINEERING
CONTRACTSA N D SPECIFICATIONS,
by R. W . Abbett. Wiley. $2.50. "Presents
the legal and business aspects of the engineering profession, in compact form. Examples
of contract documents, for both private and
public works a r e given, and t h e book cites
a number of common flaws to be avoided in
specification writing."
FOOD
SERVICE
I N INSTITUTIONS,
by B. B. W e s t
and L e v . Wood. 2nd ed. Wiley. $6. "This
revision gives greater emphasis t o the methods
used i n preparing food in quantities. T h e
three sections of the book meet the needs of
classes in quantity food preparation, cover
o r g a n i ~ a t i o n and management of institutions
and discuss modern equipment for food
service."
PERSONNEL
RELATIONS,by J. E. Walters. Ronald. $4.50. "A presentation of the personnel
principles and practices of today a s determined by labor, management and government ; together with personnel techniques and
procedures."
PRINCIPI.ES
A N D PRACTICES
OF SURVEYING,
by
C. B. Breed. Vol. I : Elementary Surveying.
8th ed. Wiley. $4. "The first volume of this
standard work o n surveying has been thoroughly revised t o bring the material up t o
date. Many additions have been made t o
conform with modern practice."
PUBLIC
DEBT, by W . Withers. John Day.
$1.75. "A clear exposition of the economic
implications of our huge public debt. T h i s
book takes neither of the extreme views that
it will be a blessing o r a blight."
REFRIGERATION
A N D AIR CONDITIONING
ENGINEERING,by B. F. Raber and I?. W. H u t s h inson. Wiley. $4.50. "A rigorous treat-
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BOOKS of
LASTING
VALUE

Industrial
Psychology

B y DR. M A Y S M I T H
A valuable and unique book for those who are in
some way responsible for others, or who have to get
on with others. The only authoritative work of its
kind written in non-technical language. Humanizes
industrial psychology in relation to its personnel. Includes many interesting case histories.
PARTIAL CONTENTS
Pioneer Work
Time and Motion
Studv
Environment
Temperaments
Why
We Work
Right Job for Right
Person
Measures of Human
$5.00
Fatigue in Industry
Well-being

New Architecture
And City Planning
Edited by P A U L Z U C K E R
Of the utmost importance to everyone concerned
with Architectural, Engineering or Social Planning
Activity. A brilliantly executed Symposium, edited
by Paul Zucker, covering the problems of our future
development in the fields of Architecture, City and
Regional Planning.
Over fifty leading experts of the United States
have contributed their views--on the basis of their
practical, professional experience.

Illustrated $10.00

Illustrated
Technical Dictionary
Edited by M A X I M N E W M A R K
Recognized as the Standard Work in the field. Detailed, ~recisely labeled mechanical drawings of
instruments, tools, machines, metal furnaces, etc.
Laws, functions illustrated by equations, diagrams
and tables. Industrial processes visualized by charts
and ideograms. Defines all terms used in Applied
Sciences, Graphic, Industrial Arts and Mechanical
Trades-from
Air and Marine Navigation to Synthetics and Electronics.
$5.00
"Recommendedv-Library
Journal.

PHILOSOPHICAL LIBRARY,
15 E a s t 40th Street

Publishers

N e w York 16, N. Y.
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mcnt of applied thermodynamics for the use
of advanced students. Principles upon which
air conditioning and refrigeration are based
have been emphasized thoroughly."
TOI~RROW
BUSINESS,
'S
by B. Ruml. Farrar
WEBSTER'S NEW INTERNATIONAL
& Rinehart. $2.50. "This book presents
DICTIONARY Second Edition
drastic and controversial proposals for meetThe only unabridged dictionary completely revised in the past 25 years. Up to date for today's
ing the challenge of foreign competition after
needs.
the war."
WEBSTER'S COLLEGIATE 5th Edition
VEGETABLE
PRODUCTION
A N D MARKETING,
by P .
The best handy-size dictionary because it conWork. Wiley. $3. "A practical presentains all the words most commonly used. 1,300
tation of the subject giving complete inforpages.
mation on vegetable growth and production
WEBSTER'S DICTIONARY OF SYNONYMS
and applicable to all parts of the country.
Clarifies the distinctions between synonyms, givCovers the entire range of vegetable proing tlteir antonyms, and analogous and conduction from soil analysis t o crop sales and
trasted words.
sto:age."
WEBSTER'S BIOGRAPHICAL
VOCAIION.\L EDUCATION
FOR
A
CHANGING
DICTIONARY
\VORLD,by F. T. Struck. Wiley. $4. "Pre40,000 concise biographies of noted men and
sents the late Professor Struck's philosophy
women of a l l countries, with name pronunciations. 1,700 pages.
of vocational education, covering the entire
field of less than college grade level. Basic
A PRONOUNCING DICTIONARY OF
AMERICAN ENGLISH by Kenyon ~ n o t t fundamentals are stressed. T h e book explains, as well, the policies of labor and manA general-purpose, handy guide to pronunciation,
agement as related t o vocational education."
using the International Phonetic Alphabet.
W r i t e for descripfi.z.e circulars

Stap les for Libraries

0. & C. MERRIAM CO.
Springfield 2, Mass.

THE TEACHER'S WORD BOOK
OF 30,000 WORDS
BY
E n w a ~ wL. ' ~ ' E X ~ R S ~ ~ I and
IX
IRVING
LORGE

PROVIDES a new and reliable list
of the 30,000 commonest words
and their recommended grade
placement.
Counts are given for the frequency of use of each word in general literature and in four different
sets of reading matter: the Thorndike general count of 1931; the
Lorge magazine count; the Thorndike juvenile book count; the
Lorge-Thorndike semantic count.

274 pages

Cloth $2.85

BUREAU OF PUBLICATIONS
Teachers College,

Columbia University
New York 27, N. Y.

Announcements
Hotel Librarian Joins S. L. A.
Within the S. I,. A. membership there appear
few representatives of hotel libraries and we
are glad to note that one of our new active
members is Miss Kathleen Finnessey, Librarian
of the Marlborough-Blenheim Hotel, Atlantic
City, New Jersey.
Copies of the Commercial and Financial
Chronicle Offered
T h e Central Railroad Company of New Jersey is offering a complete set, unbound, of the
Cotnmercial a i d Fitzntzcial Chvot~iclcfrom 19001928. T h e offer stipulates that this set will
not be broken. I t will be given to any library
interested in securing issues for these years and
nhich will either take them away or make
arrangements at its expense t o have them
packed and shipped. For further information
communicate with Mr. Raymond F. Blosser,
Director of Information, The Central Railroad
Company of New Jersey, Jersey City 2, New
Jersey.
Bibles to Discard?
Before disposing of any Bibles or parts of
Bibles, particularly in languages other than
English, the American Bible Society (450 P a r k
Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.) would appreciate
hearing about them. Although the Society's

Please Mention Special Libraries When Answering Advertisements
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collection contains more than 14,000 copies of
the Bible, in whole or in part, in more than
860 languages and dialects, there are many editions, even American ones, which are not represented. The Librarian, Miss Margaret T . Hills,
would appreciate a brief description giving the
printer, date and place of publicati'on, name of
editor or note of special features, the size and
pagination.
Oberly Memorial Award
The Oberly Memorial Award is awarded
every two years to that American citizen who
compiles the best bibliography in the field of
agriculture or the related sciences.
The tenth award, 1944-45, will be made in
the Spring of 1945. Those interested in competing for the prize should send four copies,
either typewritten or printed, to the Chairman
of the Committee before March 1, 1945. They
should be accompanied by a letter stating that
they are being entered in competition for the
award.
The members of the committee are Nelle
Uree Branch, Mary G. Burwash, Marvin A.
Miller, Caroline E. Reinke and Margaret C.
Schindler. William P. Kellam, Librarian, West
Virginia University, Morgantolvn, is Chairman.
Western Reserve University Scholarships
The School of Library Science of Western
Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio, will offer
eight half-tuition scholarships for the regular
session of 1945-46. The awards will be open to
college graduates who meet the standards of
scholarship and personal qualifications set by
the Admission Committee. Application for
these scholarships should be filed before May 1.
Awards will be announced May 15.
Issues of TBRI Wanted
Will anyone having extra copies of T B R I for
January 1942 and April 1944 please send them
to Mrs. Kathleen B. Stebbins, Executive Secretary, S. L. A. Headquarters, 31 East 10th
Street, New York 3, N. Y.

GRAPHIC
MICROFILM
SERVICE, INC.
O U R organization has had
the privilege of serving a
number of America's great
libraries, institutions and industries in the past years.
We manufacture a complete
line of microfilm equipment
which includes cameras,
reading machines, positive
printers and enlargers, which
equipment can be delivered
on appropriate priorities.
Should your organization require work done on a service
basis, each of our offices has
some camera time which can
be devoted to such work. And
a s a result of the increase of
our facilities and volume of
business prices for service
operations to libraries are
now lower than ever. We
invite your further interest.

Graphic Microfilm Service, Inc.
Executive Office: 7 D e y Street

New York, 7, N. Y.

REPRESENTED IN
PRINCIPAL CITIES
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Gaylord Bros., with nearly

50 years of designing and manufacturing
library furniture and supplies to their credit, are
ever ready to help in making plans for modernizing special
If you are thinking of modernizing your library or of
starting a new library, you are invited to make use, without obligation, of Gaylords' experience and resources.

GAYLORD BROS.,INC.

SYRACUSE, N.Y. STOCKTON,CALIF.
Est. 1896

2~~ty,,st2z0w

LIBRARY BINDERS AND BOOKSELLERS
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
74 Oraton Street

Branch O5ce:
580 Fifth Avenue, New York

Hempstead, L. I., New York

RADEMAEKERS LIBRARY AND SCHOOL BINDINGS have won universal
recognition because of durability and attractive appearance.
THE BINDERY IS OLD: the binding methods are NEW, uptodate, practical.
Prompt service is a specialty.
Prices, samples, trained representatives, await the summons of the librarians.

II

I

Ij

SPECIAL SERVICE for Special Libraries
We are prepared to supply our trade with almost any back numbered issue of
Technical Magazines or Trade Journals.
Send us your magazines for binding and let us worry about your missing
issues.
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ACCENTING TODAY'S TOPICS
DEMOBILIZATION OF WARTIME ECONOMIC CONTROLS
By John Maurice Clark, Professor of Economics, Columbia University
Deals with the many-sided questions of economic controls put into effect because of the
war, and how they should be relaxed with the approach of peace. Presents a thorough survey
of the kinds of controls, their objectives, authority, effect, etc.; analyzes carefully the varying
circumstances under which need for them may abate, offers specific recommendations for the
time, manner, and degree of their cessation that will support objectives of high production and
job opportunities in the postwar period. The third in a series of studies sponsored b y the Committee for Economic Development. 2 19 pages, $1.71.

PIONEERING THE HELICOPTER
By C. L. "Les" Morris
Introduction by Igor I. Sikorsky
A former helicopter test pilot gives a non-technical insight into the helicopter; where it
came from, what it is, what it may or may not be. The book will clarify many misconceptions,
including the very important ones of over-optimism and over-pessimism. Illustrated. $2.75.

WOMAN'S MEDICAL PROBLEMS
By Maxine Davis
In clear and understandable language, this book tells all that medical science knows about
the biological functions of woman and the conditions of disease or misfunctioning that may
affect them. The chapters discuss such phases of woman's life as menstruation, pregnancy,
parturition, lactation, and the menopause. $2.10.

McGRAW-HILL BOOK CO., Inc.

330 West 42nd Street

New York 18, N. Y.

MORTGAGES
BRIEFS CASES

-

-

A. C . PANDICK

PANDICK PRESS, I n c .
2 2

T H A M E S

S T R E E T

A R T H U R W. CROSS, Inc.
71-75

CLINTON

STREET
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BOOKS FOR THE SPECIAL LIBRARY

A History of
American Life
I n Twelve Volumes

This magnificent series, edited
by Arthur M. Schlesinger and
Dixon Ryan Fox, puts flesh and
blood on the bare bones of historical fact. ". . must recommend itself to every American
curious after his country's
past." - Mark Van Doren, The
ATatioo.
$30.00 the set

.

Introduction to
Practica 1 Radio
By Durward J. Tucker

The complete basis for radio engineering, explained in clear
simple language. This book
covers the fundamental principles thoroughly. Many problems
with answers for self-checking;
nearly 200 illustrations and a
full set of mathematical tables.
Probable price, $3.00

The Ukraine
A Submerged Nation
By William Henry
Chamberlin

Here is a short history of the
Ukrainians, a courageous people
with a fierce desire for freedom
and

national

unity;

and

a

trenchant analysis of their political prospects a s a part of the
Soviet Union.

$1.75

Nautica I
Mathematics and
Marine Navigation
By Walling, Hill, and Rees

How to

solve the problen~s

which confront the seaman a t
all seasons, in every type of
ship. A thoroughly practical review of arithmetic, algebra, and
geometry a s applied to shipping
and navigation.

$2.75

THE MACMILLAN CO., 60 Fifth Avenue, New York 11, N. Y.
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Are You Succeeding in Getting Your
Out-of-Printand Hard-toFind Books?
Our efficient OUT-OF-PRINT BOOK DEPARTMENT is of great value to librarians in locating
such material.
Don't miss the opportunity of consulting our large
stock-many languages and a wide variety of subjects--of OUT-OF-PRINT and HARD-TO-

FIND BOOKS.
Don't fail to have your list of wants included in
our regularly issued SEARCH BULLETIN which
is sent to hundreds of second-hand dealers both in
the United States and abroad.
Take advantage today of the

STECHERT SER VICE
Send us your want list of domestic and foreign
books and periodicals.

G. E. STECHERT 8 COMPANY
(ALFRED HAFNER)

31 East Tenth Street

New York 3, N. Y .

Pounded in N e w York 1872
Please Mention Special Libraries When Answering Advertisements
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Have you these BOOKS ABOUT JOBS in your library?
Your employees need these challenging and informative job guidance tools in planning their career. Returning former employees and persons planning a change of
occupations will value and appreciate the Dutton CAREER BOOKS FOR
AMERICANS which exhaustively and authoritatively explore some 300 absorbing
occupations. Nature of work, qualifications, requirements, training, hours, working
conditions, earnings, approved schools, opportunities for specialization, trends and
forecasts by experts and leaders who have reached the top in their chosen field of
work, profuse illustrationare the common features of these valuable occupational
surveys. A partial list of titles follows. Over 30 titles, describing some 300
occupations. Write for complete descriptive list including also actual manuals and
other "how-to-do-it" books, social and health guidance, career biographies, vocational fiction and sociological surveys (over 1 5 0 titles).
By Burr W. Leyson
Aeronautical Occupations ..............$2.00
Automotive Occupations ................$2.00
Plastics in the World of Tomorrow..$2.50
Careers in the Steel Industry
(March 1945) ............................ $2.50

Careers for Women in Banking and
Fiance--Dorcas E. Campbell....$2.75
Careers in Commercial Art-J.
I.
Biegeleisen ..................................$2.75
Careers in Public RelationAverell Broughton ......................$2.00
Careers in Retailing for Young
Women-D.
McFerran .............. $2.50

By Norman V. Carlisle
Your Career in Chemistry..............$2.50
Your Career in Engineering ............$2.50

Your Career aa a Food SpecialistSmedley & Cinn..........................$2.50

Civil Service Careers for Girls........$2.00

Your Career in A g r i c u l t u r e
Homer Paul Andersen ..............$2.00
your Career in Music-~arriett

Civil Service Careers for Boys........$2.00

Johnson ......................................$3.00

Your Career in Transportation ......$2.00

Successful Women; And How They
I s a b e 1l a
Attained Success
Taves ....................
.
.
................$2.50

-

By Lee M. Klinefelter
Electrical Occupations ....................$2.00
Medical Occupations for Boys........$2.50
Medical Occupations for G i l s........$2.50

E, P, DUTTON & CO., INC.
300 Fourth Ave., New York 10, N. Y.
Send and bill titles checked.

Wanted: Women in War IndustLaura Nelson Baker

$2.50

Careers for Girls in Science and
Engineering-Evelyn
M. Steele..$2.50

Send free complete descriptive list.
Name .................................
Address.....................................................
SL
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